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What is Machine Learning?
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Artificial Intelligence and Computer Science

• Artificial Intelligence as a field predates that of Computer Science itself 
"an ancient wish to forge the gods"  — Pamela McCorduck

• Pioneering researchers in CS were also researchers in AI  e.g. Alan Turing

• Main Hypothesis: If we can build machines that can compute, we can build machines that 
can think!

• We can now do the former — computing machines — but not the latter —human-level 
intelligent machines (for general tasks)*. Why?

‣ What to compute (for general human-level intelligence) is not clear, and even when it is, 
it is (computationally) intractable

‣ Machine Learning: Let data/observations answer the “what”, and carefully crafted 
algorithms answer the “how” of computational tractability



Machine Learning

• Algorithms that “learn” from data and experience


‣ e.g. do not explicitly code a facial recognition program, “learn” the code 
from data


‣ has led to a resurgence of practically successful tools — search engines, 
medical diagnosis, image processing, speech recognition, and a wide 
array of problems in science and engineering. 


• “statistical revolution in AI ” — Russell, Norvig 

• Draws from varied fields 

‣ Computer science, Statistics, Economics, Psychology, Operations 
Research, Functional Analysis, and many other areas of mathematics



Machine Learning in Recent Years

• Machine Learning in recent years:


‣Data-driven science — as a new fourth paradigm of scientific discovery 
(first three science paradigms: experimental, theoretical, computational)


‣Data-driven engineering


‣Philosophy of Data  
 
“If you asked me to describe the rising philosophy of the day, I’d say it is data-ism....  that 
data will help us do remarkable things — like foretell the future.”    
.... David Brooks


• Modern Machine Learning: Mathematical models learnt from data that characterize the 
relationships amongst variables in the system 



Machine Learning: Models

• A key infrastructural element in machine learning is a mathematical model  


‣ A mathematical characterization of system(s) of interest (typically via 
random variables, in which case it is called a statistical model)



Graphical Models
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Symptoms S1, S2 
Disease D1?

• With many symptoms and diseases,  
deduction is difficult


• Prob (D1 | S1, S2)

Symptoms

Diseases



(Deep) Neural Network Models

• Variables/Nodes that act as neuron-like thresholding functions of their inputs

Input 
Image

Output 
categories 
(e.g. trees)



Network Models

MODEL SELECTION THROUGH SPARSE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION

7.1 Rosetta Inpharmatics Compendium

We applied our algorithms to the Rosetta Inpharmatics Compendium of gene expression profiles

described by Hughes et al. (2000). The 300 experiment compendium contains n = 253 samples

with p= 6136 variables. With a view towards obtaining a very sparse graph, we replaced !/2p2 in
(3) by !, and set != 0.05. The resulting penalty parameter is "= 0.0313.

This is a large penalty for this data set, and by applying Theorem 4 we find that all but 270 of

the variables are estimated to be independent from all the rest, clearly a very conservative estimate.

Figure 13 displays the resulting graph.

Figure 13: Application to Hughes compendium. The above graph results from solving (1) for this

data set with a penalty parameter of "= 0.0313.

Figure 14 focuses on a region of Figure 13, a cluster of genes that is unconnected to the remain-

ing genes in this estimate. According to Gene Ontology (see Ashburner et al., 2000), these genes

are associated with iron homeostasis. The probability that a gene has been false included in this

cluster is at most 0.05.

As a second example, in Figure 15, we show a subgraph of genes associated with cellular mem-

brane fusion. All three graphs were rendered using Cytoscape.
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Rosetta Informatics Compendium of 
gene expression profiles

Each node corresponds to a gene,

and is a random variable indicating 

how “active” the gene is


The network model specifies how 
the genes all jointly activate
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‣ the model chosen typically depends on the task at hand

Prediction: Estimate output given input


Called classification when output is  
categorical (stock price up or down)


Called regression when output is  
real-valued (actual stock price value)


Models used: Linear Regression, Logistic  
Regression, Support Vector Machines, …
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• A key infrastructural element in machine learning is a mathematical model  


‣ A mathematical characterization of system(s) of interest, typically via 
random variables


‣ the model chosen typically depends on the task at hand

Clustering: Group given set of points


Models used: Gaussian Mixture Models, …
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Machine Learning

• A key infrastructural element in machine learning is a mathematical model  

‣ A mathematical characterization of system(s) of interest, typically via 
random variables

• Learning: estimating statistical model from data

‣ From “data” to “model”

• Inference: using statistical model to infer properties of system(s)

‣ From “model” to “answers”
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Data Model
Train



Machine Learning: Learning

Training 
Data Model

Train

Test

Test  
Data

Model 
Evaluation



Is the model good enough, is there enough data?

Underfitting Overfitting

scikit-learn.org

http://scikit-learn.org


Is the model good enough, is there enough data?

Underfitting Overfitting

scikit-learn.org
What models allow us to do is generalize from data


Different models generalize in different ways


Simple model: “memorize” all data points, and report nearest neighbor 

http://scikit-learn.org
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Machine Learning: Inference

• Inference: using statistical model to infer properties of system(s)

‣ From “model” to “answers”

‣ Predictive: e.g. most probable response value given covariates/inputs

‣ What is the (most probable) disease given systems 

‣ Descriptive: e.g. groupings of variables

‣ Inferring communities of users in a social network
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Computational Aspects of ML: Optimization

• Mathematical part of ML: Specifying Models and resulting Estimators, 
understanding and analyzing properties of Models and Estimators


• Computational part of ML: estimating the models from data, inference using 
the models in a 

• Model Estimation and Inference can be cast as an 

‣ minimize/maximize an objective function with respect to some parameters


‣ Almost any inference task could be recast as solving an optimization 
problem — this is sometimes called the “variational viewpoint” of inferenceMaximum of objective surface (hill) is 

is red dot at top of hill 
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Optimization for Machine Learning

• With modern data settings and modern statistical models, the resulting 
optimization problems are larger scale, and hence are computationally 
intensive


• In contrast to general optimization problems, those arising in machine 
learning specifically have particular structure that can be leveraged


‣ Optimization methods for machine learning problems are thus an 
important subfield of machine learning


‣ Convex optimization, greedy optimization, evolutionary optimization, …


‣ Parallel and Distributed Frameworks for Optimization — “Big Data” 
Programming



Modern Machine Learning

• (Parametric/Nonparametric Bayesian/Frequentist) Statistical Models


           Models under high-dimensional “Big-p” data settings


           Models for Complex Data Types


           Models with the additional facet of spatio-temporality 

           Models with the additional facet of actions which feed back to 
           the model 
            
           Models with multiple interacting systems/agents 



Mathematical Models: Parametric vs 
Nonparametric

• Parametric Models: “fixed-size” models that do not “grow” with the data


‣ More data just means you learn/fit the model better

Fitting a simple line (2 params) 
to a bunch of one-dim. samples
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Mathematical Models: Parametric vs 
Nonparametric

• Parametric Models:

‣ More data just means you learn/fit the model better


• Nonparametric Models: 

‣ More data means a more complex model

Fitting a “smooth function” 
to a bunch of one-dim. samples
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Statistical Models: Bayesian vs Frequentist

• Mathematical models in ML typically described via random variables — in 
which case they are also called statistical models

• Statistical models typically specified by unknown parameters (to be learnt 
from data)

• Frequentist: there exist a “ground-truth” set of unknown parameters that are 
constant (i.e. not random)

• Bayesian: model parameters are themselves random, and typically specified 
by their own distribution/statistical model, with their own unknown “hyper-
parameters”



High-dimensional “Big-p” Data

• Across modern applications {images, signals, networks}


‣ many^many variables in system

fMRI images gene expression  
profiles social networks

variables: image voxels variables: genes variables: users



Statistical Models for High-dimensional Data

• High-dimensional statistical models


‣ Classical Approaches: reduce the dimensionality of data first via “pre-
processing” steps such as PCA (linear combinations of features), feature 
selection (selecting a subset of features), etc. 


‣ Modern Approaches: “in-situ” models that take all of the many^many 
variables into account


• An entire sub-field of statistical machine learning in recent years


✦ sparsity, low-rank, compressed-sensing, Lasso, …



Complex Data Types

• Standard Machine Learning models work with inputs and outputs that are 
scalars or vectors in standard Euclidean space


• But increasingly so, the data types of the inputs and outputs are not so simple 
anymore



Complex Data Types

Phylogenetic Trees [wikipedia]

Parse Trees [wikipedia] Graph Structure [one-mind]



Complex Data Types

Permutations/Rankings



Complex Data Types
Permutations/Rankings 
 
> Applications across Information Retrieval, Computational Biology,  
   Recommendation Systems, Tracking, ...



Statistical Models for Complex (“Big-q”) Data 

• Statistical Models for 


‣ Ranking


‣ Phylogenetic Trees


‣ Multi-label


‣ Other general “structured” outputs
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Statistical Models for spatio-temporal data

• Random vectors characterizing how a system varies as a function of time 
(and potentially space)


‣ Y(t) , X(s,t)


• Also called random fields

Field in Physics: Some physical quantity  
associated with space-time



Models: With Actions

• Models for agents that take actions depending on current state


‣ these actions incur rewards, and affect future states (“feedback”) 


• Forms the subfield of Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcement Learning

Supervised learning mature [WEKA]

For agents, reinforcement learning most appropriate

Environment

Agent
πPolicy   : S    A

action (a[t])
state (s[t])

reward (r[t+1])

Peter Stone (UT Austin) PRISM 3



Models: With Multiple Agents

• Multiple agents, each 
with its own sensors, 
effecto rs , doma in 
knowledge, etc.  


• F o r e a c h a g e n t , 
m o d e l s o f w h a t 
actions they will take 
in the future should 
take into account 
other agents’ actions.

Environment

effectors

sensors

knowledge
Domain

Agent
Goals

Goals

Agent

Actions

A ctions

Do m ain
knowle d g e



Our Program



Parametric Models: Frequentist 

Ensemble Methods 
Joydeep Ghosh, UT Austin 



Parametric Models, Optimization 

Evolving Neural Networks 
Risto Mikkulainen, UT Austin



Parametric Models 

Deep Learning 
Yoshua Bengio, University of Montreal



Parametric Models: Bayesian 

Parametric Bayesian Methods 
Mingyuan Zhou, Lizhen Lin, UT Austin 



Parametric Models: High-dimensional 

High-dimensional Statistical Models 
Graphical Models 
Pradeep Ravikumar, UT Austin 



Parametric Models: High-dimensional 

Low-rank Matrices 
Sujay Sanghavi, UT Austin 



Parametric Models: Complex Data 

Ranking 
Ambuj Tewari, University of Michigan 



Non-parametric Models: Bayesian 

Nonparametric Bayesian Models 
Peter Mueller, UT Austin 



Models: Spatio-temporal Data 

Spatio-temporal Models 
Sudipto Banerjee, UCLA 



Models: With Actions 

Reinforcement Learning 
Richard Sutton, University of Alberta 



Models: With Actions 

Multi-step Prediction 
Richard Sutton, University of Alberta 



Models: Multiple Agents 

Multi-Agent Systems 
Peter Stone, UT Austin 



Optimization 

Convex Optimization 
Constantine Caramanis, UT Austin 



Optimization 

Greedy Optimization 
Robert Freund, MIT 



Optimization 

Big-Data Programming 
David Franke, vast.com 

http://vast.com


Applications 

Natural Language Processing 
Raymond Mooney, UT Austin 

Computer Vision 
Kristen Grauman, UT Austin 

Psychology 
Tal Yarkoni, UT Austin 

Robotics 
Peter Stone, UT Austin 



MLSS Austin - by the numbers

• 84 from the US


• 26 International


• 9 Academics


• 15 Industry


• 86 Students


• 110* total registrants



Some Logistics

• Lectures each day in two sessions: morning session from 9:00 - 12:00, and 
afternoon session from 2:00 - 5:00


•  Lunch each day from 12:00 - 2:00 on your own, except Friday Jan 16 when 
we will be providing a boxed lunch


• Poster Session (optional) from 2:00 - 5:00 on January 12th


• Evenings on your own, our volunteers will lead a night out on Saturday 
January 10 (optional)


